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Ultrasonic wind sensors measuring wind speed, direction & temperature
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READ OUR CASE STUDIES







Ultrasonic wind sensors measuring wind speed, direction & temperature
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The world’s toughest wind sensors


FT7 Series


The FT7 Series of ultrasonic wind sensors deliver highly accurate and consistent wind speed and direction data from compact sensors. With no moving parts, built-in heaters, and resistance to a wide range of environmental factors, the FT7 series sensors are maintenance-free and will last for years, even in the harshest of climates.


EXPLORE THE FT7 SERIES
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Lightweight wind sensors for drones


FT205 Lightweight


The FT205 delivers high performance in a light package. Made from a graphite and nylon composite, and weighing only 100g (3.5oz), this sensor has been specifically designed for use on drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).


DISCOVER THE FT205
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Lightweight wind sensors for drones


FT205 Lightweight


The FT205 delivers high performance in a light package. Made from a graphite and nylon composite, and weighing only 100g (3.5oz), this sensor has been specifically designed for use on drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
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Acu-ResÂ® Technology is what makes us unique






Acu-Res Â®



Acu-ResÂ® is our unique acoustic resonance measurement system which differentiates our wind sensors from any other ultrasonic.



Read More



Who we are



FT Technologies is run from Sunbury, UK by a team including the original inventor of Acu-ResÂ®.



Read More



How it works



FT sensors measure the phase change of acoustic waves resonating inside a small cavity to calculate wind speed, direction and temperature.



Read More









Used by the worldâ€™s leading wind turbine manufacturers


Both on and offshore worldwide


LEARN MORE







Used by the worldâ€™s leading

wind turbine manufacturers


Both on and offshore worldwide
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Tested to the extreme


FT Technologiesâ€™ wind sensors have passed over 30 independent tests including ice, corrosion, sand, dust, hail, vibration, drop, and lightning protection. During testing FT sensors are exposed to one month of Amazon rainfall in one hour, repeatedly dropped onto concrete, cycled from the Antarctic to Saharan heat, submerged in water, subjected to 8000 volts and exposed to corrosive salt spray.
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The FT205,Â  mounted on our drone, worked perfectly in real fire situations. The data it produced proved critically important to the emergency services as they were able to predict the spread of the blaze during the night.”


Javier Prada Delgado

Dronetools SL






Read case study
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After hearing about the reliable performance of the FT sensor and then holding it in my hand and feeling the difference in weight and size, I was convinced.Â The weather can throw anything at us now. Changing to the FT sensor has made it possible to keep these turbines running, even in our coldest winter conditions.”


Guy Le Blanc

Minnesota Wind Farm






Read case study
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The FT wind sensor was the only one to survive â€“ the other two ultrasonic wind sensors were so badly damaged they stopped working altogether. The FT sensor, however, remained ice-free and continued giving measurements, and that was one of the worst icing events we have ever seen at the observatory.â€�


Cesar Lopez

Sieltec Canarias






Read case study






Get a quote



Our pricing is based on the exact product configuration and settings you need for your application. Tell us your requirements and we’ll be delighted to give you a quote.



Get a quote



Speak to an expert



If you require assistance with your FT Technologies wind sensor, or if would like to discuss your particular project before you buy one of our sensors, please contact us to speak to an expert.



Contact us
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+44 (0)20 8943 0801
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			Corrosion
Ideal for offshore wind turbines and all marine applications.
Tested and proven:
	Corrosion resistant: ISO 9227 (2006) & IEC12944 (1998)
	Corrosion class: C5-M High
	Corrosion test in neutral salt spray atmosphere for 1440 hours
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Rain, Mist, Fog and Humidity
Passed:
	DEF STAN 00-35 Test C26 - Fog intensity of 1 to 2 ml/80cmÂ² for one hour
	DEF STAN 00-35 Test CL27 - Rain at 200mm for one hour
	IP67 - Submerged in 1 metre depth of water for 30 minutes
	EN 60068-2-78 (2002) - Stationary relative humidity +93% for 240 hours
	EN 60068-2-30 (2005) - Cyclic humidity - Six 24 hour cycles, upper temperature 55Â°C
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Sand & Dust
Sand and dust resistant: DEF STAN 00-35 CL25 (2006) sand particles for 3 hours and dust particles for 3 hours, at 29 m/s air velocity, concentration 1.1g/mÂ³.
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Hail
Hail resistant: EN 61215 (2005) 10 hail stones, 7.5 grams each show at the sensor at 23 m/s.
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Freezing Rain and Ice
Designed for harsh winters, the FT7 Series wind sensors have an in-built heating system that gives total temperature control. Ice-resistant to MIL-STD-810G:
	Ice-resistant: Sensor remains ice-free when freezing rain applied in a chamber with temperature -14Â°C, wind speed 15m/s.
	De-icing: Sensor exposed to freezing rain in air flow of 15m/s and -14Â°C. Ice built up to 45mm. Heaters switched on. Airflow and temperature unchanged. The sensor was ice-free in under 15 minutes.
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Altitude
	Passed: EN60068-2-13 (1999) 4 hours at a constant low pressure typical to 3000 metres above sea level. 
	Additional tests in a dedicated altitude wind tunnel have shown that the sensor measures accurately up to 4000m.
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Vibration
3 axis Sinusoidal and Random Vibration.

Passed:
	EN 60068-2-6 (2008)

5-500 Hz, 1 octave/min sweep range for sinusoidal vibration.
	EN 60068-2-64 (2008)

5-500 Hz, 90 mins per axis, 0.0075gÂ²/Hz for random vibration.
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Drop
Drop resistant: EN 60068-2-31 (2008) dropped 6 times at different angles from 1 metre onto steel faced concrete.
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Ingress
Passed: EN 60529:1992+A2:2013 - Sealed to IP66 and IP67
	Exposed to a dust chamber for 8 hours.
	Submerged in 1 metre depth of water for 30 mins.
	Sprayed by powerful water jets at 100 litres per minute from a distance of 2.5 metres.
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Heat and Cold
Operating Temperature: -40Â°C to +85Â°C

Passed:
	EN 60068-2-1 (2007) -Â 16 hours of cold air at -40Â°C.
	EN 60068-2-2 (2007) -Â Â 16 hours dry heat at +85Â°C.
	EN 60068-2-14 (2009) -Â Â 74 hours of heat and cold, 16 temperature cycles from -40Â°C to +70Â°C.
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Solar Radiation
24 hours of UV radiation with an ambient temperature of 55Â°C, irradiance of 1120 W/mÂ².


Passed: EN 60068-2-5 (2000)
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Brazil
Ag Solve Mon. Ambiental Ltda.

Meteorologia e Hidrologi 

Rua Oswaldo Cruz, 764 - Cidade Nova 

Indaiatuba - SP - CEP 13334-010

Brazil

T: +55 (19) 3825-1991

F: +55 (19) 3825-1901

E: [email protected]

W: www.agsolve.com.br
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China
[image: Feng Tuo logo - distributors of FT ultrasonic wind sensors in China]FengTuo Technologies (Tianjin) Co., Ltd. 

é£Žæ‹“æŠ€æœ¯ï¼ˆå¤©æ´¥ï¼‰æœ‰é™�å…¬å�¸

Registered address: Room  801-113 Building 9, Jingbin Industrial Park,

Wuqing Dist, Tianjin, China

ä¸å›½å¤©æ´¥å¸‚æ¦æ¸…åŒºäº¬æ»¨å·¥ä¸šå›äº¬æ»¨ç�¿åŸŽ9å�·æ¥¼801å®¤-113

T: å¼ å°§ +86 13810006002 / çŽ‹è…¾è¶Š +86 18041194136

E: Mr Yao Zhang [email protected] / 
E: Mr Tengyue Wang, [email protected]

W: www.fengtuotech.com


Tongman Energy Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

é€šæ›¼èƒ½æº�ç§‘æŠ€ï¼ˆä¸Šæµ·ï¼‰æœ‰é™�å…¬å�¸

Registered address: Room 1022 Building 2, No. 135 Yezhuang Road, Zhuanghang Town, 
Fengxian District, Shanghai, China


Registered addressï¼šä¸å›½ä¸Šæµ·å¸‚å¥‰è´¤åŒºåº„è¡Œé•‡å�¶åº„å…¬è·¯135å�·2å¹¢1022å®¤


T:Shanghai office: +86 18616261592; Dalian office: +86 0411-39728146

èµµæ…§å¹³ +86 15652299872; å¼ ä¿Šç”Ÿ +86 13898650830

E: [email protected]

E: [email protected]

W: www.tongman-sh.com
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Japan
æ ªå¼�ä¼šç¤¾ãƒ•ã‚£ãƒ¼ãƒ«ãƒ‰ãƒ—ãƒ

189-0001ã€€æ�±äº¬éƒ½æ�±æ�‘å±±å¸‚ç§‹æ´¥ç”º5-2-15

T: 042-391-7850

F: 042-391-7851

E: [email protected]

W: www.fieldpro.jp
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Korea
DS Company

ë¶€ì‚° ì—°ì œêµ¬ ì›”ë“œì»µë¡œ160 JHë¹Œë”© 545í˜¸  

T: +82-51-796-2060

E: [email protected]

Parkor Korea Indus Co., Ltd.

Doksan-dong, #1010, Tower A, Hyundai Knowledge Industry Center,

70 Dusan-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 08584, Republic of Korea

ì„œìš¸íŠ¹ë³„ì‹œê¸ˆì²œêµ¬ë‘�ì‚°ë¡œ 70, A-1010 ë�…ì‚°ë�™í˜„ëŒ€ì§€ì‹�ì‚°ì—…ì„¼í„°

T: +82-2-2169-2500

F: +82-2-2169-2549

E: [email protected]

W: www.parkor.co.kr
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India
3S Nunergy Solutions

JD Jayathri, 3B, III Floor

8 P.T. Rajan Salai,Â KK Nagar

Chennai - 600 078 

India

Contact: C. Sundar

T: +91-9790994051

E: [email protected]
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Leave this field empty if you're human: 


Once you have completed the form, please check your email inbox to confirm your subscription.
Please complete the form below to subscribe to our newsletter:



Download the defence brochure




 Your Work Email:*
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[image: ]Understand how Acu-ResÂ®Technology works

and what makes FT wind sensors ideal for defence applications.



Download the 

wind turbine control brochure




 Your Work Email:*



Ã—



[image: ]Read more on how FT turbine control sensors can continuously 

operate for many years, both offshore and onshore.



Download the drone brochure




 Your Work Email:*
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[image: ]Understand what makes our lightweight wind sensor

ideal for drones and unmanned vehicles.



North America
[image: Kurz Wind logo]Kurz Wind Division
 (Wind Turbine Control Products Only)

15755 W. Rogers Drive

New Berlin, WI 53151

T: +1 262.782.2400

T: +1 800.242.8700

E: [email protected]

W: www.kurzwind.com




Stout Energy Solutions

(Wind Turbine Control Products Only)

98 W. Main Street

Alice, TX 78332

T: +1 361.207.2926

E: [email protected]

W: www.stoutenergysolutions.com






Zephyr Wind Services

(Wind Turbine Control Products Only)

900 Hwy 7 West

Hutchinson, MN 55350

T: +1 877.313.1156

E: [email protected]

W: www.zwinds.com
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Download the Ballistic Control white paper




 Your Work Email:*



Ã—



[image: White Paper from FT Technologies]Understand how our wind sensors

can make ballistics more accurate.



Canada



Icetek Instrumentation Inc

(Wind Turbine Control Products Only)

1200 Ave St-Jean-Baptiste, Suite 116

Quebec City, QC, Canada

T: +1 418.998.3853

E: [email protected]

W: www.icetek.ca

[image: Icetek logo]
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